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Christmas at Kew
– Food and drink guide

Victoria Plaza Food and Drink Village
Deluxe Dogs
Hash Hut
Big Kid Ice Cream Bar
Victoria Plaza Café
Utter Waffle
Waffle Treats and Savoury Loaded Yorkshires
The Botanical Brasserie
Pre-Booked Christmas Dinners
Walk-up Bar

KERB Food Village
Mother Flipper
Kolkati
Only Jerkin
My Pie
Lil Watan Bar
The Family Kitchen & Shop
Festive Wood Fired Pizzas
Hog Roast Baguettes
Hot Counter and Deli Bar
Marshmallow Toasting and Brownies at the Firepits

Trail Guidelines:
The trail is approximately 3 km long and can take over 2 hours to complete, so please plan stops accordingly.

There are two indoor catering options: Victoria Plaza Café (near Victoria Gate) and the Family Kitchen (near Brentford Gate). All other catering options are outdoors, with limited on-trail seating and cover.

There is a dedicated rest stop space at Fiveways crossing, which is marked on the map above.

There are also several on-trail toilets and baby changing facilities located at Victoria Plaza, KERB Food Village, Brentford Gate, the Family Kitchen & Shop and the Elizabeth Gate joining point.